How to Use and Understand the Tar Heel Tracker

This section will explain the main areas of the Tar Heel Tracker report.

1. **Reading the Tar Heel Tracker**

   The Tar Heel Tracker is made up of Requirement Groups. Requirement Groups contain the Requirements that are applicable to a student’s program (degree), plan (major) and sub plan (concentration/track)

   Class Status Symbols indicate the status of the courses being used in a requirement.

2. **Reading a Requirement Group Requirements**

   A requirement group contains the actual course requirements for the program, plan and sub plan.

   **Requirement Line** – Sub sections of a requirement that contain course lists.

   **Statistics** – Records and reports the statistics for requirement groups, requirements and requirement lines.

   **Course Lists** – Displays the courses used in a requirement.

3. **Course List Descriptions**
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By clicking on the course description inside a course list, you are able to see the catalog information for that course.

This includes a course attribute area letting the user know if the course can satisfy a particular general education requirement as well as a description of the course.

Students, Advisors, and Staff are able to click on the view class sections button if the course is scheduled, select a term and view available sections of the course.
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Students can click on an open section of the class and add it to their shopping cart. During their registration period, students can then enroll in the class.

Students also have the option to add the course to their planner instead of their shopping cart.